The Smaller Evil

Sometimes the greater good requires the smaller evil. Â 17-year-old Arman Dukoff cant
remember life without anxiety and chronic illness when he arrives at an expensive self-help
retreat in the remote hills of Big Sur. Heâ€™s taken a huge riskâ€”and two-thousand dollars
from his meth-head stepfatherâ€”for a chance to evolve, as Beau, the retreat leader, says. Beau
is complicated. A father figure? A cult leader? A con man? Armans not sure, but more than
anyone hes ever met, Beau makes Arman feel something other than what he usually
feelsâ€”worthless.The retreat compound is secluded in coastal California mountains among
towering redwoods, and when the iron gates close behind him, Arman believes for a moment
that he can get better. But the program is a blur of jargon, bizarre rituals, and
incomprehensible encounters with a beautiful girl. Arman is certain hes failing everything. But
Beau disagrees; he thinks Arman has a bright futureâ€”though he never says at what.And then,
in an instant Arman cant believe or totally recall, Beau is gone. Suicide? Or murder? Arman
was the only witness and now the compound is getting tense. And maybe dangerous.As the
mysteries and paradoxes multiply and the hints become accusations, Arman must rely on the
person hes always trusted the least: himself.
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Sometimes the greater good requires the smaller evil. year-old Arman Dukoff can't remember
life without anxiety and chronic illness when he. The Smaller Evil, by award-winning YA
author Stephanie Kuehn, is not what it seems. A horror novel? Another vampire or werewolf
tale?.
With his drug-addicted father in and out of jail and his neglectful mother wishing him out of
the house, year-old Arman seeks solace and. THE SMALLER EVIL is a quick-paced novel
that will keep you guessing the whole time, as well as delving deeper into the hidden. Strange
occurrences at a secluded self-help retreat threaten year-old Arman's already fragile mental
health. Suspenseful and enigmatic, bristling with Stephanie Kuehn's vivid prose and
sharp-eyed characterizations, The Smaller Evil kept me guessing till the very last . The
Smaller Evil by Stephanie Kuehn (review). Kate Quealy-Gainer. Bulletin of the Center for
Children's Books, Volume 70, Number 1.
Chronically sick and anxiety plagued Arman Dukoff runs away from his drug- dealing
stepfather to attend a self-actualization retreat in Big Sur, run by charismatic.
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